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.concerhing- the education of immigrant children newly arrived in
.Cariad4 Rather'than in statistical form, the results are in the form

of a geijeral discussion of statements made by the teachers on various
topiednitial consideration is given to the educational .attitudes,

problems and needs of the new Canadian child. The family and the
school's role in helping the entire family are considered. Other
general topics are current activities of the school day, placemeht.

procedures the need for ,recognizing the differences in foreign
.

.1\4cultures an educational systems, and the general situation in
Canada. Three types of language programs are discussed. The appendix
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NEW CANADIAN ACTIVITIES: SUMMARY OF TEACHERS' RESPOSS

TO A QUESTIONNAIRE

INTRODICTION

An introduction to a summary of responses to an open-ended

questionnaire can.well begin. with a brief discussion of the instrument used

and lrningsof its limitations. The questionnaire discussed in these pa_ s_

is ond sent'in May, 1968 to all teachers of English as a second.language

in the\City of Toronto. It consisted of eight intentionally general questions,
1

eac apable Of wide interpretation (see ApPendix).. It was hoped-that. .

responses would be indicaiive of attitudes, feelings, and ideas field by

those responsible for mu4h of thkimmigrant student's introduction to

Canadian language and culture.

At this point a warning should be given. It should be noted first

that.the report records opinions of teachers only. It is possible that some

of the responses reflect prejudices or misinformation. The responses

reflect the teachers' perceptions, which may:or may not be true. Thi's

factor does not, however, limit the importance of the responses. As

W. I. Thomas' theorem states, "If men define situations as real, then they

are real in their consequences." (Thomas, cited in Merton, 1,948).

Of 184 questionnaires sent, 74, or 40:2% were returned as indicated

in the following table:

Sent Returned

Main Street, 15 5

Withdrawal 122 .43

Regional Reception
Centre' 47 -fcy 40:4

.Programme Unknown 7

Per Cent Returned

33.3.

35.3
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This is not a high response rate* fcii: such a relatively homogeneous

population, and the question arises as to what kind of bias maybe
VI

present in the 'results. There is some eviderice that theless complete

the data are the more likely they are biasedin favour of that_Section

of the sample more actively involved in the subject matter at hand.

(Donald, 1960;sMayer and Pratt, 1966-67). The second warning must,

therefore, be give n, i.e. although the responses in this case can quite

possibly be taken as representing th6 more active aspects of the existing

situaionfairly well,,there is room 'or reasonable doubt.

.Originally an attempt was made to organize these responses on

a question by question. basis but so much repetition and over', - lapping

resulted that the attempt was abandoned., Herice the following ?ages are

organized according to theme. Quotations are lifted directly from the teachA's'

answers; because the questionnaires wera,anonymous,,identifiCaton of those.--

quoted is impOssible.

The New Canadian Child:" "Isolation...a sense of fear..:."

0

The profile drawn of the New.Canadian child is not at ft./7st

an enviable one. Most teaChere see him as frustrated by his failure to

it- In a variety.of situations where unsolicited mail qUkstiodnaires have been

used to obtain information, respondents have beenShown to have slightly

more formal education,.higher social status and higher income than non-

respondents. For a homogeneous population, and furtherMore one that as a

whole meets these criteria (e.g., members of a professional organization,

orteabherS'of English as a second language in a large urban area),".,:a

high response" rate would be.85-95%. This ie contrasted to surveys of

households whin t often report results on the basis of a,response rate of

less than 25% (Mayer and Pratt, 1966-67). Possible explanations for the

relatively low response rates in the present study include the fact that

no follow-up techniques were used.
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expr...,00 him:(!lf and frequently suffering fronfeelings or 1Qnelines,

insetmrity,.1nd inferiority. His luck of compreheaston.in':1,.... often

him rowdy, while his confustion about Canadian culture oftem pv him nn

object of ridicule to Canadinh students. Asked' about ,the "g-entest problems"

facing iiew Canadian children, one teacher summed them up, as, "Isolation:

-. cut off from normal communiention. sense of fear because or the

estrangement of everything." Another teacher wrote of the Childienarriving

at a Canadian school:.
.

"They are always young, usually inexperienced, and
at first often confused. They feel nat things,
will probably be the-Same as in their own countries'
and yet they are afraid that it will be very

different. They don't really know."

On the more positive side (at least from the schools' po4pt of
.

4 .

View) it is assumed byHMost teachers that the students do want to learn
, ,

.- .

..

-Enilish'and to adapt themselvea'toCanadian culture. Ohe teacher wrote

that new &median children accept the challenge .Jf a new language. readily

and want to adapt,themselves to _out society" because they are eager "to be
a

accepted 'as they are, to be, one of us, not Italians, Greeks, etc. but

Canadfans." Looking at motivation from another angle, another teacher wrote:.

"Some of course as some Canadian children, are
eager for higher education. Others are only
interested in finding a secure 16b after .they
have finished the..required years of schooling."

One teacher complained that the students "want to learn to read and write

English but they don't really care if they learn to.speak well!"

For some children, it was noted, "a conflict develops concerning,

the advantages and.disadvantages of their status as'New Canadians."'-Another

teacher echoed a similar theme:

°
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"Older pupils expect,privileges special only
to them, e.r., an option to take physical
education°, swimming, etc. These snecial

privileges I do not feel shoUld he given as,
.

it is part or the curi:culdim or the school

and not or to the individual -tudent."'

A otrong reeling was .expressed that immigrant children rim h:

'much a productof their particular native culture as. they are of their

.

own more individual characteristics. Teachers, therefore, commented upon

What was to-theWthe Apparent differences .amongethnigrOups, arid in

fact suggested that the Researcli Department consider these differences

iniseme futU,r144e,._ISeveral mentioned, one or two groups that in

particular had attracted,their attention.

"You might fini out, why the differunce in learnirw

'.:enthusiasm Within the various New.Canadian

natignalities. Why ate some like the Chinese
(mostly) so eager and quick, and others such-as
the Portuguese so indifferent.-, Can you find

ways of getting through to them?"

,
"Yes, the difficulties -of the various ethnic groups

adjusting -to-this-cullure,and-language,
1

`specifically.Italian as opposed to, Portugue.,i-ei-u"

,

Two other teachers.specifically mentioned. the Chinese and their special

problets. in ]earning to read. and 'write English. Another mentioned eight

,
Greek students who seemed to be far behind students of other language

groups who arrived at similar times, about two years ago. Other teaches

couched their curiosity in more general terms, and suggested research

into the "relationship between native culture and learning ability in Canada."

This suggestion was followed by the Research Department and in November

1968 work began on the preparation of multi-media packages.which will

seek-to explain, through a variety of means, aspects of the cultures of

Toronto's most populous immigrant groups. Reports are also being pre-

pared, for inclusion in°the packages, discussing education: systems in

various countries. (See pp. 14-15 of this report.)

- _
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/Another,,,uggested a "comparison of frequend f eye'defecte(e,g6

aniseconia *, hearing lossi-Jeolopr sblindnea etc.)" between. Canadians
.

and newcomers.

The Child's Canadian World: Family and the Large?-Community
4

In the immediate cultural and social environment of the New

Canadiar child, teachers.saw sources .of potential and actual confusion,

unhappiness, arl. impediments to progress. The mere existence of ethnic

communities, for example, was seen "by some teachers s the most powerful'

o

force impeding acculturation --if the community is large enough.to

satisfy most social and vocEitigl needs, the child need never move beyond

it and often may not try.

It is the family unit, However, that is viewed with most concern,

hoth in terms of the hardships it suffers ana,the burdens it places on

the child. :A typiceil family condition was outlined by.one teacher:

,

"The upheaval of family life, working parents,
inability-to-find work-I.financial problems,_°
inflexibility of parents in a new environment...." -

One teacher felt that the most serious consequence of this economic
a

instability was that families were often forced to live in overcrowded

conditions or to move frequently in search of better accommodation,. Other

teachers mentioned,,llimmediate heqlth needs and financing for the first
o

Six months," as pressing Problems, or "money to buy necessities, e.g.,

lock, gymn outfit, etc." Needles's to say these kinds of tresses are

reflected in the outlook

Of even greF,

of ,tine' children.

:.pOrtancel if-one is to judge'by the quantity,

.)T resnonsWalone, are the. stresses being placed on the child by parents

* Dictionaries, medicel and otherwise, do not "list this word;

.
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whp either will not orb (-;annntradjust as rapidly as their .e.11":1,1req.

.

who. don-lt speak Er0.1::h at home, or Who cannot reali7e how diff7u:rnt,i::
0

nonhome life of their children, can create almost int(deraLic tr;s:!i.,a

c

.,for their children. Teachers referred to the "cdltur3 conflict!' Lelwf;r:n

home and School, between the old'culture:hnd the new, arain %ad agaln.
o

.

. The yast.majority of teachers felt that! these fail:4 or commnity
4

probleMs were the problems of the schools as well and that the K:hools

should offer some farm of social ,aid if only !to alleviate respon%ibilities

0

that "otherwise -fall upon the classroom teachers. Asked the mostimportant

things) thP.scho-1 Could do for New Canadian Children .teachers reSponded

that it,must be a "bridge between cultures,'' a force "to. narrow the gulf

between cultures,""not only by demonstrating:andAnterpreting_C_L_____
11.

culture to Parente as well as children but by exhibiting respect for and
_

a desire to understand the native cultures,of New Canadian families

providing .a synthesis of sorts,for the child.. One teacher stated that New

Canadian parent,s fear that the school will facilitate_ their: child's "alienation

from family and mother Culture": many teachers expres-sed the necessity of
- .

establishing-contact between parents and the school.

A number af teachers were also in favour of offering practical

advice to .parents in such-areas as legil counselling'and the social agencies

available to them -- "a well fed familyomath a working father is rarely a

roblem." Three teachers felt that New Canadianparents anticipate help

om the schools anyway, ",help with problems faced in.. the community\" welfare

an free health'serVices. One teacher 'suggested ,that contact could be.

proded by use of:
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"... liaison workers who could he taken from
ratik:3, or the 3 t.,:kfr who haih,2 ri reasonable

of the lanuar,e of any u'eWcoper within a school or'
a d istr Let.. He or s he would advise on ouch th

as medical int.karance, :p1.1t home in contact with

s ery teen, etc. i nd 12cate the facilities for ,.(161 ts .

to learn* ish; stress' the importunft of (Aura t icon

for the jr children' hcw they can help thc-mou'!vc.::: and

Lheir families to adapt to the new life."

The desirA.'oility creating :ore 'a.tki .school cO:sitact through the use of.'

-

lnterpro.t.ert. was outlined by another teacher as well: -

...we must stress individ al value and do a job of
interpreting the schoolt to he parents and

reassure them. Where ma r .cultural divisions

occur We must have 'ekperienced people available
oY ,. 14 where to find Canadians, with similar
b...K-F funds to the, New Canadians so that 'they

cal. 1..terpret the school and new ideas to parents
irk teriitthe pardnts can understand, e.g" a
successful lawyer in-Canada, from the same village
in a rural part of Etiiepe as a New Canadian
family was very helpful when a crisis arose oVer.

-----a---brilliant boy being taken out of school _because
. he was at -last old' enough_to leave.,"

'Language. lessons for teachers and translated information pamOTIots _for..,

parents were also suggested.

re

Alleviation of the "hidden mother factor" received much attention

. .. _
.

..--
and Stimulated specific suggestions. Time and time again teachers recoMMended

..

that the schools provide counselling aNd babysitting Services in order to

enable the parents to participate in special English classes. Other teachers.---__

emphasized the necessity of providing day classes for. New Canadian mothers

and possibly even for their pre-school children. To many teachers, the.

important thing is "ed4cation of parents especially mothers who are

rather reticent about joining language classes and other groups." Others .wrote:

"Research the role of" the' Now Canadian woman in her

new environment. An .approach whereby the woman
could be aided to assimilate with her new environment
and thereby retain her self respect."

"Help for mothers could be studied. Home economists

could teach them nutrition, food buying, budgeting,. etc."
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Perhaps ,from a slichtly di Cferen:t, viewpoint, one te.inlier su;?;ges ted

inVos ti ca t Lon ,of New Cahadia ns ' attitudes ,towards LI . Another rmqu1red

"Have New Canadian children and parents been ,latery iel:red to find

they would like?"

'dith few'ekcePtiOnit, the teachers agreed that New Canitdia% parents

were "for. the ,most part flighly motivated and ambitious for their' '01(1'14d/40n" ,

c:rt,

---."they came-to ,Canada to give their
. .

lildren the opportunitLOS tl, t thoy .

,

themselves did not have . Thus the par&rits ' educational a s pirat I ons '.are
.

motivated by desires for their. children's material and .social success. Frfteen

' teachers in fact, felt that parents expe -ted an eclucation..which would "enable

..not ditCh-digger).". Only sixtheir children to get an 'inside job' . (i

teachers felt that the parents copsidereq their .dhildrens ' primary. deri.

secondary education as a-preparation .for. "higher learning." .

e

2'Severai teacherg expressed. the opinion that the parents were

.
extremely anxious. for their children to bliotairv'the. "knowl.edge 'and skills

necessary for integration into 'Canadian They "expect their children

to'learn English as soon 8.8 possible so that they can help the parents

interpret what is going on around them." On the other hand, five,-teachers

indicatedthat Wents expected the school to maintain the native 'language
42

..

and culture. (7---
. .

., ..

,--

"Many parents seem to expect 91e; schools . to

Beach. thd children in theiroyn -language
and to makeLprogress in the various subject
areas without knowing English."

1 ''

Ti4

..

.1

(Another teacher expressed interest in the. relative" progreas of students.

who maintain their. mOther_tongue and those who make' no attempt to do so.)

The majority of teachers felt that the New Canadian parents were

"as a rule very educationally oriented."
'

Only brie e-eressed
4
the opinin that:

-This suggestion is- incorporated in a curreht
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"Some resent. the.fact.that their.childrenare
obliged to go to school until.'theY are sixtee
OftenLtheyyould, prefer them to.be working and
helping. out financially. 'Many immigrant- childre,
do'work after. hours in the ''familyhusiness'."

4

One teacher did grUmble that parents "expect miracles -- t at A

the child be an angel or forcibly made one." Another noted:
. -

F "In their world*Of between' the lost _-

bewildered. parentq, preoccupied with their
own frastrations;expiect too.much-of school."'

'Priorities for the School
. .

, .

Despite these suggestions of.expaniion into ;the community,

ber of teachers felt that the SchOols most important role

o concerned the children: the fulfilmerit of their emotional needs. In

fact, 27 teachers noted that students 'vxpect 'sympathetic understanding and

assistance as they adjust." The teachers felt that the' students look-to

_ .

the school provide.an-atmosphere of security,- a. place to belong to, where

they receive acceptance for tthat they are, recognition oftheir individual

talents, and symPathor their_ personal as. well as theiraocial'and. academic

'problems. 1DrOvision of this kind,of atmosphere, the teachers felt, is

essential. One, teacher expressed the- desire that students be given-:
.

.° '

!'one'adult. who shows a genuine interest in their

jndividUalworth, someone-(special English teacher,
vice-principal ate.) who Will make'it his
responsibility to- let the child know that he is'
not alone." ,

teacher wrote.:

"New Canadians should be taught to value :.them'selves
as unique .individuals, not as second class citizens
but rather as valuable assets to.our existing-
society with' regard to their own experiences which
in many respects thdy hold 'as an advantage over the
child who has never faced the Omotignal impadt of
changing societies and values."



Placing New Canadians together in clASses or thr :;am 1:4ni9Jmi,

level, and in grades according to age were suggested as menm:.'d m(111-ing

. . .

the students feelings of inserftrrity, and inferiority, FJEI Ivis Qv: inl,mauf:',1,,n

. .

of a programme which would not retard thetirde-6I in other nrens whilf. hr.

learned English:

The most frequent proposnl was that a variety of "ac Livi. Lies

where lahguage is not a hindrance to succe.s" :should be offered i n Qv:

Classroom, in order to gis_elthe--41-11-1d-t-theopp,urtilhicpres:: himself

.and "help bini. beCerne a 'meaningful and accepted member of class (i.e. ':emmuni. ty
. .

by competing on hii3 own abilities and his. own terms.'' (One teacher,

incidentally, noted that "New -Math. throws them off in an area where they

vised to be as good as or even excel over ,native Canadians and suggested

that , they be introduced Very gradually to the New Math While still working

with the old and be. allowed "to change at their own speed -- no fOrcing

being careful not to downgrade his country' s way:" )

For sitnilar reasons, friendships' with 'other children, particularly

Canadian children, were enthusiastically supported. Comparative culture

StudiPs and "instruction in their own language about .theif own culture"

should' be provided in order to increase the child' s understanding of his

.special situation: 'A "buddy system" in the achol and a progranune of
.

exchange in the hate with New Canadian and native Canadian students wes

recommended as well.

"Perhaps [one teacher wrote] the school
`coul_d supply a.number of,,approved families
who could take-one New Canadian for three
to six months as a Member of the household
and who would enCourage social contact."

_. -



"Attention should be giVen to getting 4w
Canadian teen-agers of different nationalities
to. mix with each ,.either and. with native

CanadianS. ,
Their natural tendency to form

cliques f their own kind is often an impediment,

in their learning English and is unhealfhy for
the Canadian community as a whole. This should

be done in such a.way'that they do not feel a

threat to their native culture. Valuable aspects

of their cultui.e such as language should be

given encouragement."

Other teachers felt that the schobls' role was
.

_

"an adequate commuid of .thee Enp:lish language", as soon as -possible.: in order

to hasten the studehtst.integratiOn into the regular school'progeamme and

into Canadian sodlbty. Only 1 of" 13: teachers exhibited .&eater concern
;

for the quality of English learned thaMfor-the,rapidity of the child's

-assimilation'. General consensus was that familiarizing. New Canadians with

'Canadian.ulture should be achieved as rapidly as learning the language.

Only one felt; that a process of vcr)r gradual assimilation would be more

effective.. The. particular "slice of Canadian culture experienced in Toronto

ofCourse includes the complexities of urban life;, these, the teachers, felt,
-

explained and. could be'by means of field. trips, translationshad to

of signs, etc. Teachers-Who stressed the aid-to-assimflUTIOniole of the77---

school wrote things like, "teach them to think Canadian," or,
. .

"give them some knowledge of all important
spects of Canadian life (geography, government,

history, eta'.) - ct, as a steppir stone for

their full integrat'on into Canadian life."

The School Day: Current Activities

In discussing activities presently common in their classroom,

---
-

..._ .T-'
.

several teachers were anxious to establish the fact that the activities

,
.

.

varied according to the-level of .their students -- that beginnei7s roce1ifed
--------._
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lessons in basic sentence structure and vocabulary, juniors participated

in field trips and conversation, and gdvanced students concentrated on

reading writing and preparation for assimiliAon into the regular progrfmme.

ApproXimately 60% of the tifIchers gave priority to activities

which stimulated oral exercise. Informal conversation (including discussions

of Canadian customs and/or other cultures) was considered. the most frequent

And most beneficial of classroom activities.. Question and answer periods,

and language games were frequently mentioned; only five teachers included

formal vocabulary and. phonic.drills. Oral language practice can of course

-result from "meaningful experiences." Field trips were -enthusiastically:

supported as worthwhile` activities by 'half the teachersl'partially.because

/they initiated various beneficial activities -- discussions, story writing

and making charts based on their experiences.

Te4%., n teachers reported they ,gave their students the oppo.tunity to

1 .

express themselves and to increasetheir comprehension of a variety of
e..1 .

situations on other than a purely verbal. evelby means- of.creative activitiee
1

.

.

, .

.
.I .

. .

.

I-such as painting, Aealpting, acting, cooking, etc. An equal number . stressed

4. 1 :

\ writing as a creative as well as a Tormaljanguage-exercise.. Approximately

- - -- _

one-quarter of the teachers listed reading as a frequent activity lin their

.

lassrooms.

Use of teaching aids was mentioned by 14 teachers. Those most

frequently used are-the language masterl'overhead projector experience'

ch rtsl.film strips, .record player and tape recorder. A few unstructured

\

'but very common activities Were."talking and laughterrn "cheviini gum, noise,

.

and the boys bother _the-,girls."
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Complaints and Suggestions

(a)- PlaCetent Procedures
.

One of.the aspects. of the system that came undermost censure

, Waeplacement procedures df New Canadian pupils, both 'when they arrive

and when they' depart special Engligh classes to join the regular streams.

It must first be understood that solutianS-are_not easy to find for the
-

variety of individual. problems in this area: the student:Who-has___L___

had perhaps two or three years of schooling but who is 14 or 15. years
/

of age; the student.who has been in the labour force of his Own country

and considered to-be a man before coming to Canada, where he is still.

of school- agel the student who has a learning disabilityor a severe

emotional problem. One teacher noted:

"The educationar-systems are so diverse within

0 this country. We expect too much of students
who for example because- of, age arepraced in
Gr.: 8 (15 years old) and have only dompleted
4 yrs. of school. Their parents are very
ambitious for them. The resentment grows'as

'the.fruStrated children complain to the parents
about poor teachers and poor systems. The

parents.-believe and. absorb the remarks of

'their offspring. Hence when we try to' gear

their 'children.to voCational programmes,'etc.
we often meet with opposition. We of course
must take their:a'ge?into account with placement,
however, .their maturity., knowledge and capabilities

.muA' also be known."

Even identification of-these prpblems-can-take-iCma time as

--
one:teacher-noted, "too-many.experienced teachers think tat A. student.-

.hasHonly a language problem because he seems bright or hard-working,

etc..-7 when actually hia real problem --is laCk of-intelligenc " Questions

of.identification plagued. many teachers,,. who asked that there b found,

or created, devices to evaluate the abilitiof.New-Canadian children.
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"Devise an Lett that doe's not-penalize NeW'CanadilIns," wap areqUett
` .

--7-7T'-rePeated many-times in one'ferM or another. Other teacher:: wen.

specific,, and asked-for

...some assessment of the pupils
personality development qpd past educatioD,...
be made by an interpreter, psychologist type
of _person - before or at the very beginning r>±.'-

the child's entry into the Canadian school
system."

More than one teacher expressed her opinion that then; wP-re not .

. .

,enough of these "psychologist type II pereons:
q.

-

the area of child adjustment, services;
i.e. I think more personnel should be
available.' 1S75flar-sshoel and,with the lack
of psychologists trained in this area .(ethniO
problems) those children who- are dull, bi;aTri- .

damaged, etc., are not tended to properly."

Others asked for the creation of special provisions for slow learners,

"similat to.what is provided for English speakers' in opportunity classes,"-.

of special remedial reading classes.

-Other teachers noted that 'there must.be some 4ieans of directing

students to schools where they can_get_an appropriate course according to

their wishes,. The random registration of'students Shouldhe prevented."

A follow-Up contact.withother schools_once the students leave was suggested,

and the Research Department was asked to consider .

trahsitiOn from elementary.to secondary.'
.Consider the ,ptoblem of the gifted

adolesOent who must, attend a high school,that
has no special, English inStructio(Or instructor)
Sepie11, 12,-0 year old pupils are'being'placet
in Grade V classes in junior public.schOols who
should.be sent on to the senierschool.receptia.
class. The junior school wouldenuire-whether
there is space.in the reception class before
enrolling average-pupils-Every attempt should :

o
,e'

be. made to keep 'pupia.s..in their on age grou-P-'..

.and.then ihtegration into.the regular school
programine as soon ac possible should be a

prime bbjectivW
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Aain and again the teachers retuined-to the.theme of.the
it .

. .

discrepancies between educational syatems_abroad and the system-here.

.

.
.

Seventeen.teachers.onoted that thediscrepancieS created seriou:', obstacle.:;

. .

to the.child's process of integration. klarge'number of students come

from a background where discipline is considered an essential ,part ol

learning. Entering a Canadian'School-they expect. to find authoritarian

teachers, difficullI work, abundant homework and rigid curriculum -- in .the
. o

words of one teacher students expect "to . bebeaten.by teachers .(Greek,
.

$

Jugoslavian, German, etc.)" The permissive-attitude of Canadian schools

confuses them-.

"The expectations in discipline often 'lead to.
misunderstanding _until the child recognizes
tha, hemust be self.pOtivated and commit
himself to the task with the teacher's aid."

, . .

Twenty teachers. felt that New Canddianliarents also-anticipated
,-, . . ,

.

. . ..- _ , . ',-
.

-
.

an authoritarian approach to education. When these expectations are notmet ,
, - t7

1 . 1

therespOnsibilities of parents are increased. ."Disciplining by the schools.

as was done by European teachers is now the-parents'problee and another

. -source of "culture conflict."
.

Other teachers expressed their interest in the subject in terms

of curiosity about what kind of edubation the immigrant.child has had. Many

.
cwished for a better understanding of educational systems in various countries,

about school life and organization; dhcl even about testing and piacement.

One suggested the use of film-to "give us an-idea e the background of German

7r-

and Greek schools." Two others,expressed interest in obtaining school records

of foreign children..' "It would be very interesting to .see just how much

education some of thete students have!!" one wrote. Tile other, who had

, . . . .

18 .:
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r
visited the Minister of Education in Rome, thought that perhaps the Research

Department in co-ordination with the Italian, Portuguese and Greek governments,

could work out some sort of-proCedure.whereby children could bring report

.

cards to Canada along with other pertinent information. More clarification

on the educational background of children is neededshe wrote. Connected

.:

to this 'were a number of teachers who sought."background information about

children's native countries."'

(c) The Situ ion Here

SoMe concern wa -also expressed the quality. and type of teaching
.

. received by students here, "Teachers who'.--e)cpect too much too soon,"-were

.singled out4.as was.the "indifference of some.teachers (esijedtal-l-y___in higher

_grades) -- problem of thinking that a. silent student is'a student Without

difficulty." Another cited the "rackof help ,from classroom teachers. The

need education (especiallY experience:teachers who seem-to.do the least!)

on ways.tohelp....." the new students. Another teachei noted tha.t'New

Canadians should be placed in classrooms with understanding teachers and

that people who didnut like this kind of work shouldn't
; .

Other teachers considered their personal needs, anewrote'about

freedom-from_putside_restrictionst7thiett ofWhich was the diock. Of
. . .

.

the 19 teachers who felt that they were-preventeq-in some` way frbm giving..

their stUdenti the individual. attention they considered. necessary,, 13 indicated
. . , .

.

.

.

each student anhis individual
. H -

."8.- desperate .need for. more time toVork with

problems." Smalleroclasses and freedom from school dutIe's such as yard'and

lunch patroi'were suggested as possible. and partial solutions. One comp&dise

.to. the:teaching shortage was suggested as folloWs1
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"...three d' four groups (of similar age) be
combined together in one large space which can
be adjusted into partitions etc., as reouiredo
A gyoup of teachers (one to twelve children)
working flexibly'with groups formed as-required

r by children's needs. This would mean a larger
number of interest centres, more efficient use
of equipment and more effecti've use of- teachers."

elve teachers feltthat they needed some.sort of assistance-in the form

of:guieance from or conaultation with other special' English teachers or

more training "in linguistics, anthropology,. and socioldgy" or "in new .

techniques and'mothdds particularly of teaching reading."

Deprivation of things material -- audio-visual --.-
,

were felt by about35 teachers, responses triggered by question #7. The

list supplied by one teacher provides some indication of theextent of

'Ahese requests: A very few other teachers:agreed:.and felt that more money
--

should be allotedfor the purchase of:. ..

-

experiental and:drill:games,
viSual aids, material's fdr kineathetioand-
tactile approach, new.instructo kits,'flat
wall maps, etc.!"

contrast,. 'another teacher suggested (and was also supported by a handful
- .

611-her-per

view the budget! Not a great deal of money
nee k .o, be spent on books or on machinea... '
Machi. are often not used every-day and could

'easily-b shared in school with a few classrooms.
I he foun that interest. charts- provide a much
,more meani4gfu reading experience in the beginning
'-th/o printed boo . The libraries can provide
reading material the is lacking.in the classroom.
Some money should 'be = located to each class in the
form .of. petty cash.. Thi will:,pay for trips.
'Many meaningful trips such s visPting Toronto
and the environment have.to completely curtailed
becaUse the childi'en-lust don't eve the money. I.

think provision Should be made fo at least one'
trip:pdvmonth.
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Other "needs" include "pictorial explanations of holidRys
.:,

Hallowe'en; "furniture" which adapts to various activities and ages" and
1 . . .

. ,

"more la i 17,u,.! ge the s tors . " One t,(:ache.r recommended the 'eota i ; ll: :Inca t., ,.., f,' !i:

. .
.___

",'I 2oaching Ai ds Department which provides readily avaliauie-

materials . " Requests were included one for information on ideas and trine.
.

and one for taking more literature available in several languages. Another

teacher asked _for "concise and well-prepared- materials suitable for normal

children whose only major difficulty Is lack of ability in Englv'h, or books

, designed specific.,;aly for New Canadians with "high interest level, easy

vocabulary-and a glossary in the back for more difficult -words ;" or "sophisticated

level of interest and low level of English

"Transistor radio and record player with
.adjuster for tape recording, tore 'Milliken
projectuals with duplicating . stencils; general

-films on more topics., small table easels,
primary typeWriter, puppets, arborite 'tithpezciidal
tables and chairs -low revolving racks diiplay.
pictures,. prints,. stories, posters., charts, etc."

Another asked for expendable phonic °and _workbooks, and a third suggested the\
creation of "slide Libraries" in 'all schools_ with .pictures of7Tronto and

other Canadian cities, regions of Canada, etc.

Other teachers asked for research into. more purely linguistic.

aspects of method: _.

"More :information on sentence structure,
well plarined progression of sentence'

patterns beyond beginnerb..level. .The first
few sentence' patterns are well ,knownbut,
progression of harder patterns is hard 'to find'
in any bOOks on the market .to-d'Eiy.".. .

. - . . .

"Xes : what is the core in learning EngliSh,
step by step what and which sentence pattern
.first? .which after?. Tenses, etc. I Would, like
to see some definite guidelines because as it is

. many. of us are left ,to play:it..by ear which means
that unless. we work out an efficient . prOgramme of
our 'own' (which we are trying, to. ) tie :teaching
and learning is: r*thei- helter-skelter ;"
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"A large number of students who have been here .6
or more. Years have, thoroughly learned incorrect
"speech habits. Research on specific. methodology

Aincluding ways to keep them from total depression.
-Same thing for those who have been here a shorter
'period of. time and who °are. inaccurately fluent.
(Endings do not show, up as badly spAch.) Many
of our students have been and gill -cOntinue tO be
handicapped by the English they were NOT- taught..
Why do we have grade thirteen dropouts among bright
students? Econothics and. standard of English."

"Attention should. be .giVen to the great potential
. that young New Canadians have as a .language resource:

Is there a possibility of forming a junior. linguist
club in central Toronto? (UNESCO ?) ".

9

°tier teachers were forced to be more:baSiC: nine. desperatly

needed "more space. ". One suggested research to deal with

"How. the Board can solve the problem of space.
Two teachers ip a classroom is difficult for
the children since the teachers usually have
different ideas on class behaviour, and for the
teachers, -for. similar reasons."

One teacher requested, 'very simply, "a classroom."

A Discussion of Three "Programmes"

Differing opinions were evidence- as teachers expressed approval

or muted dfsapproval of one of the three programmes in operation. One teacher

wrote:

. E.

_1

"I like the results at Main Street School.
Here a screening prooess:-..can take place and
some measure of a child's ability can be
:gained befOre he Or she are' placed in a
regular programme." .

. ,

Other teachers °recommended the "Main 'Street -type programme ,for all new

arrivals," or "Many more Main Street type schools both public and secondary,"
. -. ..-:

. . . .

_,.;.... ,, . ,, . ., .

or -:"bUilding a new complex School. with proper pllysiCal education facilities,
... _

fiShioned after Main Street." But '-- Other teache'ra favoured,
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"IsolatLonin Regional Ref:cption.(Vtrc::
Cor hon.English sp,:dk*flfr,
about .6-10 months.. Integratien into the
regular program n qviickly,as-poSsiblo."

di five .withdrawal class.teachersiindloated satis,faetion.with ti6t

think our programme .goes a long way to:meet their need:.."

Other comments .reflected the possibility that the three prO.,afrime:.:
'

were not \distinbtly.different in all aspects, or that there wt..; lc:;:: or

more -- to\ disAnguiph a programme than its 'label.. Some teachers asked

for research- intc the relative effectiveness of the approaches. if

one referred to "various approaches, one to "different methods," one to
.

"withdrawal Ys. reception classes " one to "heterogenous and homogeneous .

groupings;" and o e to "complete withdrawal classes [as ;compared to] highly

experiential-based rogrammes." A sixth teacher saw the different approaches

as authoritarian and permisive,, rega:rdlem-of formal programme:.
.

. .
"Comparison of the result6 in beth. the Cognitive.
and Affective domains of classroom-setting
stressing acquisition of language skills 'directly
in a fairly authoritarian setting as oppoSed to
that stressing _indirect language learning - more

- '.discovery' -oriented - stressing :incidental 'learning
in a fairly permissive atmosphere."

Anotherlpommented:
- ,

"How can .programMes be ;evaluated and. compared-
wheii you have various, language,- socio-ecOnomic,,
and *cultural 'areas in the City? Some teachers
.including 'myself, feel that the figures are
going to be '.cooked' favoin the one 'apparent'
.successful programme in the City anyway.",,also the ratier tantalizing point made by one teacher th it,

.
'!Perhaps since the system. at ..our Ischo:)1 is
ve dif,ferentopfr-citgflopst becauS..e, we have .',"different.
Mai Street to helf. all new .4rr'iya.16, most.. :i.J..

off' t ,surveys have not contginviquesi,Letis
relevant to our situation," ' : >,

. .. a

. .

tt,

3,4,
,..c,

%.1-:rtz-s!
,

.t.171),
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In d duns ing their vi-1.; ion or an ideal ivory:ill:m(2

1.6.,ne 1 imita tio no of. any .k lad , " the,gUesLLou read) rev.ea.1-;r1

wide- range of .oPinion existing i.tr trie City. Por

seven-teachers who Tnentioned basic teaching, Methods throc,,:roGO.thrieFicieri '!.f.'re;(;;

sametime some structured programme," or "f.)
. ..-:0

of the forMat and.` experiential appry.acli." Four others were equally.

as to whidh a6peCt should receive- the greatest emphaSI.S., Thus, due

o
. hand-recommendationa. We're:made for "a" completely experiential -.41,cr.-,fiCh te--

learning, " or 1 .0
..

"a full time.programmeof wide scope and variety '
and of a completely free.riature-so' that the
individual needs. of the.students may be catered...
to whether they be emotional, liiiguis'Lic or

'otherwise." >

\- V

. . . . :,. . . . .

In direct opposition is the recommendation of "less verbal and experiential.

approaches; much more writing, grammar and spelling 'Stressed."

O

-
Approxima, tely 30 ;leachers recommended specific programmes

for. the._instruction.of 'NeW Canadians, and revealed.to a, SurpriSing-'degree.
.-

basic agreeMent conce.rning.the:essential'strtigture of. these. programmes.

three comments are; indicative- of the -majority:
..0

'First there.should be basic reception classes,
1 hers as improyement is evident there Should be
transj.tion classes and flexible placemen-b in the
..regular setiool SyStem." - -'t

. -
"1 foel.:that the students need an all day programme
for the first couple' of months or hs_long as the-
need for .aecuvity is there, as a child in withdrawal
programme in jUnior school usuaelly sits until he
can partthii)ate., Then he ;oan drift into half i day and,

-erday' program es as he begins to interact . " ,

neWly.arrived New Canadians fUil.stime speotal.
'English:classes 4.1d be impleMentel..: A.4.soon
as they,have a basic vocabulary (two..months)..they
should. Spendharf.'days'irol class, then whole days'

--...except This should takt::
than.,thrab..to folir.-monthn."
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O,

teachors.,swgested inter:11Aug yn 1,1; r

alreadyi.n existence:

"Perhaps the scnools. could accommodate :Loth parent
and children for the a;:t three 'months ."

"For the first five weeks -- pupils in clnr:srooms

and withdrawal classes (.so pupils- can becbilic

familiar with the sound: ghglish and used to

routines); total immersion for -threez-quartem O1
the day. for six months/ - taper off according to

students, nebds."

"Reception .classes for grades; three, .eo- and

five (now only six, seven mid eight)-"

:len-teachers favoured a programme of."half".day reception .61asses and -half

\

day regular classe-a-e-and one, teacher .suggested that:More me&be encouraged

k -Ol_teach New Canadians. She also commented upon the. desirability. of

Secondary-leve.1 sta0ents.haVing access to all aspects' of curriouluA;

.r-'including sports, Ait ,41pme economies etc: and nbted' that few iteception

Centre teachers wex ualified to take all these subjects.

t
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Copies or an, open-ended questionnail-t were 2ent to all tua,:her::

of?English as a second ,langutla in May, 196E. ° At.Idut 40 'f, of the tear2h,:rs

responded and indicated, in their respoisee, at 'last part of the sranr.:e

of opinions and suggestions exiting in the City.

Running-throughout the responses were' expressions of concern for

the New Canadian student and for his family, and suggedtions as to how

ed
`their problems might be alleviated. A great many teachers felt\that the

schools should formally extend. themselves into the community and provide.

more assistance."

Another common theme was the...m.pressed desire of teachers to
"*.

knOw more about immigrants in general, particulaNly the _children, and the

forces that have shaped them. Reading the responses 'one' feelsthat-the----

ole

teachers have made numerous observations, 'and received many impressions,
v-

but are searching for a 'framework to give then,. meaning. :The teachers expressed

; a desire to know more about the native cultures of their pupils, and about.

the eduotional systems that have shaped their expectatidns and feeliftgs.about

school. Some teachers also. expressed a desire for-formal diagnostic tools,

sudh as .culturally unbiased tests, :that would enable. the students' potentials
0

and abilities to be more clearly understood.
. 4

6

Also discussed were the second-language programmes operating in,

the City, and activities currently prevalent 'in..the classrooms. Some aspects

. Of, the way in which "the, system" operates here (notably placement. proqedures)

,were criticized, an , again, suggestions to overcome these shortcomings

.4ar e : ma de
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APPENDIX -

(Sample of'QuestionnaireSent to Special English Teachers in May, 11)(2)

- NEW CANADIAN STUDY

I

. '

As part of. the New Canadian Study, the Research Department is
-0,

interested in the thoughts and opinions of the teachers who re most a
. . .

involved in teaching newly arrived non-English' speaking children. It woulc1 .

be appreciated if you would answer the following questions And return t,130m

in the tanvelope provided. Your answers will be used as.a basis for

understanding prevailing philosophies and activities in the City. It is'aot

necessary to identify yourself, but it wduld be helpful if yoU could check,-------

the programme in which teach: . _. --- ,.

,..

--
.:.

.- 0 Main Street c: e;;;1 0 Other (please describe)
.

0 Regional Reception Centre

-0 Withdrawal Classes

Please make your comments and "observations brief. Point form answers would

--IN be very satisfactory. Answer on the back of- this sheet; numbering your ,

-,- .

-questions, . (Attach an additional page if'required.)

r
1. What are the greatest problems faced by New Canadia4students?

2. What is the most important th'ing(s) the schools can do for New-,Canadian

children? (

.

3. What do You think New Canadian children expect from .the school?

d

4.: What 'do you think the parents of New Canadian,siudents expect from c.

the schools? . .

5. 0f the many interrelated activities you carry on with your NewCarladian

students, which activities are most frequent'in your classroom?

.
i.

6. Assuming there were no ;imitations of any kind, what programme or
;

procedures would you like to see implemented for nevay arrived -non-English.

- siSeakingstudents?
, .

i.

1

,---' 7.' With'raference to your teaching activi,ties, what is your most .

desperate need?
1

,.. .
-

8. Are there any particular areas that you would like to see the Research.-

Department note or attend to as part of the New Canadian Study?.
4
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